MONTPARNASSE
Easy Chair
By Christophe Pillet

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Montparnasse is an easy chair designed by the French designer Christophe Pillet. Pillet got
inspired by, amongst other products, ordinary camping gear and has then added elegance and
quality - which has created Montparnasse.
“I have always been interested in Offecct’s philosophy and method. They are into developing
alternative solutions and finding new paths instead of just following trends. This easy chair is
designed with the ambition of using less material. Traditionally, easy chairs, like other
furniture, are based on the idea of quantity, which is not at all updated to our contemporary
time. It’s unbelievable, a shame, that quality and status is still valued in terms of size and
quantity in cars, sofas, bathrooms etcetera. We developed this chair with a high-tech textile
mounted on a mechanical construction, making the easy chair light, while using minimal
amounts of material. It’s inspired by camping gear and military furniture. The exciting
challenge has been to apply the cleverness and economical thinking of camping gear, but with
the comfort and finish of high-end domestic furniture. It is about providing people with space,
being light and transparent in the contemporary environment.” /Christophe Pillet
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Currently not available for the United States market.
Frame in black lacquer. Hanging seat in supportive weave and cold foam. Upholstered in
fabric and leather, top in fabric and bottom in leather, with four fixings. Standard leather Elmo
Soft.
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LEATHER

RAL 9005

Note:
The fabric on the top side of the seat is sewn using thread in the same tone as the
selected fabric. Please note that this thread will also be visible on the underside of the
seat.
OPTIONS
Frame lacquered in Offecct Flexicolor.
FLEXICOLOR
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H 800, S 410, W 750, D 820/500
H 31,5'', SH 16,14'', W 29,53'', D 32,28''/ 19,69''

